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INTO THE UNKNOWN: Graham Swift has departed from
his usual style with Mothering Sunday: A Romance.
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G
RAHAM Swift steps out of character in
Mothering Sunday. By contrast with the
sombre tone and grisly plot of his best-
known novel, Waterland, and the wry

humour of Last Orders, this beguiling novella
comes with an unexpected happy ending. Sunny
weather, sexual delight, echoes of Jane Eyre and
Downton Abbey: can this be Graham Swift?

The action takes place in rural England on
March 30, 1924. Swift is precise about the day, time
and place. It’s Mothering Sunday, the one day of
the year on which domestic servants are given a
holiday, with permission to visit their families.

Six years after the end of World War I, many
families are still mourning their dead. The Nivens
and the Sheringhams, neighbours in Berkshire,
have each lost two sons. The survivor, Paul
Sheringham, is about to marry a rich young
woman, Emma Hobday, whom he doesn’t love.

Jane Fairchild, housemaid to the Nivens, is a
foundling with no family to visit. For her,
Mothering Sunday means liberty. She and Paul
Sheringham, who have been lovers for seven years,
plan to spend the day together. It will be their last
meeting before Paul’s marriage.

The Sheringham house is empty, with owners
away and servants taking their holiday. Customs
thrown aside, Jane enters by the front door. She
and Paul make love on his bed, the window open.
The only sound is birdsong. When Paul leaves to
meet Emma, Jane wanders naked through the big
formal rooms. She enjoys being a trespasser there,
and in the kitchen where she eats a particularly
good veal-and-ham pie.

Over and over again, the author emphasising the
astonishing perfection of the day; it’s only March,
but it feels like full summer. So, too, the harmony
of the lovers is unbroken. Jane isn’t intimidated by
Paul. Indeed, he defers to her, knowing that she is
clever and he is only average. He has good looks,
sexual prowess, wealth and a semblance of power.
Thanks to an unusually benign orphanage
education, Jane has the gift of words.

The books she borrows from her employer’s
library are opening up a world that Paul will never
enter. As the novel tells us early on, Paul’s life will

end, while Jane will become a famous novelist who
lives to the age of 98.

Swift announces the fairytale theme with an
epigraph borrowed from the Cinderella story. ‘‘You
shall go to the ball,’’ says the fairy godmother, and
so Jane does. A few months after Mothering
Sunday, she will be wrapping parcels in an Oxford
bookshop and dreaming of Joseph Conrad. She
knows the Polish seaman has done the impossible
feat of learning a new language. This is what Jane
must do. As a housemaid, she doesn’t need many
words. ‘‘Yes, sir’’ and ‘‘Certainly, madam’’ get her
through most days.

While Jane is transformed from a red-knuckled
domestic slavey to an empress of language, her
lover and his sad family slip back into the novels
to which they belong. As well as the echoes of Jane

Eyre and Emma, there are evocations in Mothering
Sunday of the crumbling, class-bound Edwardian
England of L.P. Hartley’s The Go-Between and
Isabel Colegate’s The Shooting Party. Jane, the
foundling who doesn’t know her parentage or
birthdate, has a blank page on which to write her
own story of self.

Jane was ironing the morning newspaper for her
employer when she read of the death of Conrad.
‘‘He was the one,’’ she would later tell interviewers
who ask about her literary influences. Like Conrad,
she becomes a ‘‘secret agent’’, slipping unobserved
between worlds, telling stories that, like Graham
Swift’s entrancing fable, are true to the one
essential fact that ‘‘many things in life – oh so
many more than we think – can never be
explained at all’’.


